
Montreal March 11th 2017

This about the 2010 Extended summer performance project in Sant Cugat.  
At this point I had been working as a College Math teacher for two years with summers 
off.  I appreciated the lifestyle but was generally disillusioned with the work and was 
already thinking about what to do next.  
I signed up for the course but with some reluctance.  Remembering the 2009 course, I 
knew it would be a grind.   I was up for the challenge but part of me was questioning my 
decision.  I knew this was not an ideal state to be in before the course.  Later I 
understood that certainty in decisions is hard to achieve.

Then when travelling from Barcelona to Sant Cugat I had the misfortune of having my 
wallet stolen in the metro.  From my notes:
“Wallet stolen in metro.  In hindsight this could have been much worse, ie. stolen guitar, 
which seemed to be the intention of the thief.  Will no longer ride alone in metro with 
guitar and suitcase.  Lost between 10 and 20 Euros + London and Montreal metro cards, 
health card and driver’s license.  Feeling shaken but now more upbeat.  Sharing room 
with Folkert Buis who is already becoming a good music friend.”

During the Inaugural meeting I stated my aim which was: “Develop confidence in 
performance.”  Other aims that were stated:
“Develop trust of self and certainty”
“Let go of superfluous ideas”
“Be available to creative impulses”

Before the course began Hernan asked that we prepare a piece of music.  I composed a 
piece called Circadian Shift (later named Circadian Rhythm) based on the symmetrical 
scale that we worked on in the AAD.  I asked a few people if they were interested in 
playing it with me and they accepted.  I was encouraged by the response.  I recall 
Folkert, Jordan, Mark and later Ivan were in the group “East-West connection”.  Looking 
back I was so fortunate to play with these people.  There was the presentation of the 
piece, performance during a meal, performance during a circle meeting, suggestions 
from Martin to work on finding the pulse for the piece and then a meeting with Hernan 
who had some ideas to improve the piece.  Finally the piece didn’t make it to the set list 
which I was ok with.  I was happy with the learning experience and wanted to continue 
doing this kind of work.

Then more misfortune came in the form of a cold.  
There was cooler weather and wind during the evening that entered the house which 
may have contributed.  At first I didn’t make much of it and continued all the activities.  
Later, a bad cough kept me up during the night.  I recall walking from the 2nd floor down 
to the kitchen in the middle of the night to make a warm drink to soothe my throat and to 
stop coughing.  
The cold began on the 14th of July and I was still struggling with it over 10 days later.  
When the cough would strike I would even have to leave certain meetings, the low point 



being a circle meeting with Robert.  Mariana purchased cough medicine and Hernan 
recommended I focus on resting instead of meetings and house duties.  I eventually got 
over it but it really had a big impact on my experience of the course.  When I stayed in 
my room to rest I would think of my life back home and things that needed work like 
finding a better place to live and a better job.

There were great AT meetings with Pia.  I recall a personal meeting where we worked on 
habits: “She said my habit is being too careful with my movements and that this takes 
too much energy.  She also recommended directing attention to my chest area as I hold 
tension there.”

Robert would sometimes join us on kitchen work and on one occasion the two of us 
cleaned dishes.  The dish rack was flawed as there was a gap that where a dish to fall 
through and fall to the ground:
“Dish rolled out and fell to the floor: a small moment of inattention.  Trying to do things 
too fast.  Somehow it didn’t break.  Quite surprised it didn’t break.  It made a loud noise 
though.  Begin again…  Too fast is dangerous.”
Later during a meal, Robert said that that a good indicator of our state is when there is a 
shock like a dish hitting the ground.  How we react will show how relaxed we are.  This 
made me smile.  I recalled that when the dish hit the ground Robert remained calm 
whereas I was quite shaken and even apologised.

Tension and fatigue were a general theme for me, probably due in part to the cold, and I 
brought this up during my personal meeting with Robert.  In response he said:
“Tension comes from our inner reality.  4 steps in response:  1. Notice 2. Observe 3. 
Acknowledge 4. Respond.  Also, find a tool and make it yours.  When stuck in tension, 
relax, do not try to relax.  Ie. take a conscious breath.  Relaxation is never accidental.”
Also, he mentioned: “Inner work needs work.”

I recall this discussion after a meal which had a lasting impression: “We eventually arrive 
at a point of not being interested in our aim.  Then not being interested in not being 
interested.  We begin to move upwards to cross the “great divide””.

Later in the course, I began to feel better and it was time to choose a new Kitchen 
Coordinator.  When the request was made during a meal I felt inside I should accept.  I 
had a sensation in my chest that said Yes and I went for it.  
Part of this training for me is to trust inner impulses and to let go and in this moment I 
followed that.  However, it wasn’t rooted in experience or knowledge of what the role 
required.  Looking back I was heading into something that was hard and perhaps too 
hard for where I was.

I was given an envelope with cash for buying groceries.  Jordan was my the assistant 
coordinator and we were “Team Canada”.  
It was great working with Jordan but sometimes I found that he wanted to take too much 
initiative and knowing my habit of being too lenient in these situations I would challenge 



this.  I recall Jordan not appreciating the way I responded and being upset but later we 
got along ok.  I don’t think that he realized that I was working on my habitual way of 
interacting.

In my opinion, there were good meals:
“Amazing lunch: Pinto beans, potatoes and cream, tomato.”
“Very successful evening.  Dinner: risotto, green beans, salad, cream+nuts+kiwi desert”

And bad ones:
“Terrible peach-cream dessert.  At one point uncontrollable laughter struck and needed 
to leave the dining room.  Took a deep breath and returned.”

The food certainly did not please everyone which was the case for Dr. Mike.  Late one 
evening, he met with Jordan and I to discuss the food and work in the Kitchen:
“Menu is wrong.  Too much wintery foods.  Go for lighter foods, ie. Fried aubergine, 
bruschetta, hummus, salad.”

Then mistakes.  One day Jordan who setting up teams for the meals put me on 
breakfast.  I felt this didn’t make sense but didn’t request that the teams be changed.  
Jordan wanted to respect that every day one person had a day off and to allow this 
needed me on breakfast.  Noticing this Mike said:  “Kitchen coordinator on breakfast?  
So it will be superb!”
I recall being quite upset and then really struggling through the breakfast preparation 
and after breakfast going straight to my room as I was exhausted.  Later during a circle 
meeting there was this comment from Hernan who noticed my state: “Looks like 
Matthew is having fun…”  From my notes: “Ok, I should look happy, even if I’m not.  But I 
wish to feel happy too.  This course offers many challenges but I need support which I 
presently do not have.”

The support was there though and a big one for me was the morning exercises and 
inner work exercises presented by Robert and Dr. Mike.  This would help me significantly 
and all the way through to the end of the course.
During the presentation of one of these exercises by Dr. Mike, he encouraged to really 
bring quality into the work.  This left quite a strong impression and would be my focus for 
the remainder of the course and is even something I brought up during the final meeting.

At this point in the course we were gearing up for the performances.  We would play a 
show in a restaurant called “La Rampa” about an hour away and then the final 
performance in the Cathedral “Catedral De Santa Maria” in Castello d’Empuries.  

Given my general state of fatigue and realizing I needed a lot of work to get ready for the 
performance I told Hernan that I couldn’t be both the Kitchen Coordinator and part of the 
performance team.  He decided that we would switch Kitchen Coordinators.  When I 
crossed Mike in the hall he was disappointed.  I said that “we do what we can honorably 
bear.”  Once again this felt like a decision with repercussions.  I felt I was losing respect 



from Mike but also others on the course and doubted my decision.

The GCE set list was now in place for the first show:

Time Forward
Mr. Kelly
Market Street
Experiment in Terror

Circulation in Bbm Pentatonic
Mr. Lawrence
Pup!
Tomahawk
Capsule in Space

Intro Speech

Circulation 3#’s
Little River
Adalshmir
3 Cannon 
EOTN
El Topo

Tuning

Lucy in Sky with Diamonds
Under Pressure
Cantaloupe Island
Body Snatchers

Circulation C whole tone
Little thrak
Ghostbusters
Space Zombies

Pocket:
Yellow Bride
All or nothing
Asturias
Halloween
Whizz
Bartok

I recall during one of the rehearsals of EOTN Hernan asked the group to decide if we 
were really capable of playing it and if not to refrain from performing the piece.  He said 



that if he thought some people should step down he would ask them to.  I felt I was close 
but not quite up to the standard that Hernan was referring to.  I stepped down.  After, 
Hernan said to the group, “good now we have a much better group.”  I will never know if 
he thought I was ready or not but never doubted my decision.

And then the performance at La Rampa.  From my notes:

“Good moments and noticing.  Several kids enjoying the music and tapping their feet to 
the beat.  Hecklers at the back drinking beer.  One who really seemed to be staring at 
me.  Noticed and then connected with team members in the audience, Hernan, Barbara, 
Mike.”

And then the performance in the Cathedral in Castello d’Empuries.
A coach bus picked us up and the trip took about 1h45 min.  When we arrived we walked 
from a parking up to the old village and into a building opposite the Cathedral.  A meal 
was served by the organizers which was unexpected.  After, it was recommended that 
we relax and not play leading up to the show.  I walked around the Cathedral.  
Then came the time of the show.  From my notes:
“Guitar quite out of tune during sound check and having to tune in front of the group and 
also some audience.  After sound check going straight into some practicing which helped 
me to relax.  Extra listening required to hear guitars.  Amazing reverb could be heard at 
the end of each piece.  Long circulation, beautiful at certain points.  Good performance 
for me.  Learning from mistakes during previous ones.  Bed 12:50am, tomorrow rise at 
7am.”

The next day was already the final day of the course.  I spoke about how I was inspired 
by Mike’s words on quality.  From my notes:
“Words from Hernan:  An act of quality is not measurable.  A little quality is the same as 
a lot of quality.  Faith = driving force, trust.”
Hernan declared the course completed at 21:40 on 2010-08-07.

Before leaving the Monastery I remember stopping for a moment before crossing the 
gates of the Monastery.  I took a moment to relax as suggested by Robert.  I felt that this 
period of work had come to an end for me and it was time to move on.  I didn’t know 
what I would do next though.


